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Proper Citation

University of Chicago; Illinois; USA (RRID:SCR_002832)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.uchicago.edu/

Proper Citation: University of Chicago; Illinois; USA (RRID:SCR_002832)

Description: Private research university in Chicago, Illinois.

Synonyms: University of Chicago, UChicago

Resource Type: university

Keywords: private university, chicago, degree program

Resource Name: University of Chicago; Illinois; USA

Resource ID: SCR_002832

Alternate IDs: nlx_50001, grid.170205.1, Crossref funder ID:100007234, ISNI:0000 0004 1936 7822, Wikidata:Q131252

Alternate URLs: https://ror.org/024mw5h28

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for University of Chicago; Illinois; USA.

No alerts have been found for University of Chicago; Illinois; USA.

Data and Source Information
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 2 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at RRID.
